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Battle River Research Group
The Battle River Research Association (BRRG) came into existence after the amalgamation of the Battle
River Forage Association and the Battle River Applied Research Association in 1993. We are located in
Forestburg, Alberta, allowing us to easily serve the east-central region of Alberta.
Area We Serve
The area served by the Battle River Research Group is a transition zone between the Aspen Parkland
ecoregion to the north and the Moist Mixed Grassland to the south. The Aspen Parkland is characterized by fertile Black Chernozemic soils; with short warm summer, continuous snow cover throughout
winter and moderate annual precipitation. (400-500mm). The Moist Mixed Grassland is characterized
by Dark Brown Chernozemic or Solonetzic soils, and has semi-arid moisture conditions with annual
precip. of 350-400mm.
We are proud to serve the counties of Paintearth, Stettler, Camrose, Beaver and Flagstaff where our
office is located.
Helping our Producers
The Battle River Research Group has three programs to help serve the local producer. Our Field Crops
Program does numerous applied research trials yearly. These include small plot trials like variety trials
to larger field scale trials. The field crop program focuses on cereals, oil seeds and pulse crops that can
be grown in east-central Alberta. We also showcase best management practices (BMP) throughout the
year with various extension events. Our Forage and Livestock program consists of applied research trials focusing on feed stuffs, demonstrations projects that showcase BMP’s as well as other topics related
to forage and livestock. The Extension & Environmental Program plans extension events, from small
local events to larger events like the Grazing School For Women or the Western Canadian Soil Health &
Grazing Conference. The environmental program focuses on reducing the impact that agriculture has
on the environment and uses applied research, demonstration projects and extension events to help
achieve our goal. We also assist producers with Environmental Farm Plans and provide information on
the new CAP Funding.

Vision: Beyond sustainability through innovation in agriculture.
Mission: Advancing agriculture as an independant, producer-driven resource.

4804-43 Ave Box 339, Forestburg, AB, Canada T0B 1N0
Phone: 780-582-7308 Fax: 780-582-7312
env@battleriverresearch.com crops@battleriverresearch.com
www.battleriverresearch.com
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President’s Report
2017’s farming season began where 2016 left off. Many farmers were tasked with the unpleasant experience
of finishing harvest in the spring before they could begin seeding. It was a very wet spring and tested farmers
resolve to get the crop off and then begin seeding. Tow straps were essential. Fortunately, the spring moisture
was able to nurture surprisingly high yields in some areas as the summer had farmers gazing to the sky looking
for rain.
BRRG had a productive year and was able to get our plots in the ground in a timely fashion. Rain was needed,
especially on our more southern plots but overall the results were promising. As always farmers as well as BRRG
learned valuable lessons through the crop year that will aid them in their decisions in following years.
Agriculture is certainly an industry that demands constant change and progression, looking for new opportunities
and always learning from your own and others experience. BRRG strives to help bring producers together so that
knowledge can be shared among the community
At BRRG we are seeing many changes. We will begin operating in 2018 under a new manager. We hope that
with new leadership and vision we can continue moving forward with our development plan. Innovative ideas
and thoughts will be the key for BRRG remaining relevant and being able to support farmers in our area. We are
always looking from input from our membership on how we can bring value to the area through research and
extension events.
Be sure to check out our new and improved website to keep informed about our upcoming events.
Blair Kuefler
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Battle River Research Group’s Year in Review
The Battle River Research Group has had an exciting year of change regarding staff! Sarah Hall joined our crew in
April as our new Crop Program Coordinator! She jumped right in with two feet and learned as she went on, this
resulted in excellent plots, and a timely harvest. She couldn’t have done it all without her right-hand gal, Paige
Holmquist our Summer Research Assistant for 2017. With Sarah and Paige’s hard work ethic and tending to the
plots daily they had outstanding looking sites which were beautifully show cased at our field days in the summer.
In July Eric Neilson resigned from his position here at the Battle River Research Group to go back to teaching
in Brownfield where he now teaches grade 1-3 Science, grade 4-9 Phys-Ed and 7-9 Social Studies. Martina was
Eric’s assistant for one year and has now taken over his position as of July 2017. We wish Eric all the best in his
teaching and farming endeavours.
We parted ways with Vicki Heidt in August who was our Manager and Forage & Livestock Coordinator. This Left
Martina, Sarah and Paige to complete our silage harvest, we want to extend a huge thank you to the Chinook
Applied Research Group in Oyen for sending some help to assist us in completing our silage harvest. Sarah and
Martina also completed all the fall harvest on their own with help from Eric Neilson on the days he was not in
the classroom. This and every following day were huge successes for Martina and Sarah as they continued to
manage the organization and all duties that came with it!
It has been a year of changes and learning curves to say the least, but we have made it to 2018 and we are all still
smiling so that must mean something right?! We can’t wait to see what 2018 has in store for this organization
and we look forward to telling you all about it this time next year. Until then, I wish you all a joyful and prosperous
year ahead!
From all of us here at the Battle River Research Group… Keep your stick on the ice!
Martina Alder
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Welcome New Staff
Sarah Hall - Crops Program Coordinator
This is my first season with the Battle River Research group. I was hired at seeding and it has been full throttle
since. It’s been a busy adventure, but I have enjoyed working with the organization every step of the way. I grew
up on a mixed farm in Radville, Saskatchewan where it was a pleasure working alongside my family.
I started my education at the U of S and later finished at the U of A with a B.Sc. in Environmental and Conservation
Sciences, majoring in Land Reclamation. I moved to central Alberta to work in the oil industry on both the
environmental side and the lease construction side. My family now resides in Bashaw and I have two young girls
to keep me busy at home and barrel racing on weekends.
My goal coming into Battle River Research group was to diversify my professional development while working
in partnership with producers, industry and government. There has been a learning curve involved but with
dedication and a lot of networking I seemed to gain momentum quickly. I look forward to the surprising challenges
and rewards with this career and advancing agriculture in a sustainable matter through small plot research. I
hope to bring a new perspective with fresh eyes and ideas to improve the quality of research in the future. I have
since reached my goal in professional development and obtained my Professional Agrologist designation.
I owe a great big thanks to our summer student Paige Holmquist who worked alongside me. Her eagerness to
learn and her great work ethic helped make our plots exceptionally clean, along with a lot of good laughs. We
certainly learned together on this journey.
I also wish to thank the cooperators who allowed us to conduct
trials on their land, it was such a pleasure working with
individuals that are so passionate about the industry. I would
also like to thank all that participated in our field days.
I’m excited to see what Martina and I can accomplish in 2018
we make quite a team and hope to continue this course with our
new Manager. I’m looking forward to meeting more producers
this upcoming year and hearing from all of you. Thank you to
my board members for your support and believing in me during
this transition.
Sarah Hall P.Ag
Crops Program Coordinator
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ARECA Report
2017 has been a fulfilling year at ARECA
Farmtech - ARECA once again had a booth at Farmtech. There was a lot of activity at the booth promoting The
ARECA associations to producers, ag industry and government.
ARECA had a meeting with Minister Carlier in June updating him on all the events and projects of the member
associations. While there we invited the Minister to visit one of the Operation pollinator sites which he did in July
along with MLA Marie Renaud.
ARECA continues to communicate on behalf of the 9 associations with Both livestock and crop commissions,
Alberta Ag &Forestry staff, ag industry companies
Operation pollinator: A project to raise awareness of all types of pollinators, introduced by Soil Conservation
Council of Canada and Syngenta with the intent of having 100 sites across the prairies. ARECA member associations provided the best support in all of western Canada with 37 sites – significantly more than Saskatchewan
or Manitoba.
Training: in order to provide value to producers in Alberta Several training sessions were held for member association staff via in person and webinar. These included Soil sampling techniques (2 days), Fund Raising and
Marketing (1day), Human resources (several short webinar sessions)
Blackleg Survey: 8 associations participated with AAF in 2017 sampling 171 locations.
Regional Variety Trials: a full one third of the data used to make up the information in the Alberta Seed Guide
comes from member associations that participate in this program. The RVT coordinator commented “The ARECA groups have done fantastic job over the last two years. And all the managers and staff should be proud of
the achievement. I already mentioned to Janette that for the first time since I started my current position I did
not see any difference between the ARECA and federal/provincial/private research sites – they all looked good.
Congratulations!”
Environmental Farm Plan: The EFP webbook has been well received making renewing or starting your EFP easy
and faster than the previous print versions. A new section has been added for Species at risk. ARECA continues
to lead the development of a national EFP.
ARECA and its member associations can be very proud of the work they have done in 2017. There are events
going on throughout the province nearly every week (often more than 3!). 2018 is shaping up to be a busy year
helping to provide producers with leading edge information.
Tom Mcmillan
ARECA Chair
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Battle River Research Group
Board of Directors & Staff
President 				
Blair Kuefler
Forestburg
(780) 915-7632

Dave Grover
Stettler County
(403) 742-0563

Vice President 			

Doreen Blumhagen
Halkirk
County of Paintearth
ARECA Rep.
(403) 583-3775

Dale Pederson
Beaver County
(780) 385-0545

Henry Michielsen
Castor
(403) 882-2490

Steven Vincett
Galahad
(780) 583-2140

Melvin Thompson
Flagstaff County
(780) 385-2362

Rob Sommerville
Endiang
(403) 579-2406

Treasure

Colin Wager
Coronation
(403) 575-4124

Elgar Grinde
Holden
(780) 688-2123

(Left to right) Back: Melvin thompson Rob Sommerville, Dave Grover, Blair Kuefler, Henry Michelson, Steven Vincett, Elgar Grinde
Front: Sarah Hall, Dale Pederson, Doreen Blumhagen, Colin Wager, Martina Alder

2017 Staff
Vicki Heidt
Manager/Forage and
Livestock Program
Coordinator
2012-August 2017
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Sarah Hall
Eric Neilson
Martina Alder
Environmental Program & Extension & Environmental Crops Program Coordinator
(780) 781-6545
Extension Coordinator
Program Coordinator
2014-July 2017
(403) 741-6544
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Battle River Research Group
Work Experience and Summer Staff
Work Experience Students (Forestburg High School)
- Jessica Norman
- Blake Forrester
- Tyler Volk

Summer Staff

- Paige Holmquist
My name is Paige Holmquist. I grew up on my family’s farm Spruce Grove Cattle Co., raising purebred Simmental
cattle near Kinistino, Saskatchewan. I was an active 4-H member for 16 years and I have also been actively involved
in the Young Canadian Simmental Association, currently holding the position of President on the Saskatchewan
YCSA Board as well as 2nd Vice President on the National YCSA Board. I’m currently enrolled in my last year of the
Animal Science Technology program at Lakeland College in Vermilion, AB and I am enrolled in the Agribusiness
Diploma program in the fall of 2018.
This past summer I had the great opportunity to work at the Battle River Research Group. I was able to use some
of my knowledge from my past experiences as well as the knowledge gained through my education. The staff
was very knowledgable and took their time to teach me, which allowed me to expand my horizons further in the
forage and crop industries.
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Thank You
To the counties of Beaver, Camrose, Flagstaff, Stettler and Paintearth for your financial
support and advice
The work conducted by the Battle River Research Group is the result of support by many individuals and groups.
We have highlighted many of these on the next page. Further thanks go to:
Major Funding Agencies
Agricultural Opportunity Fund (AOF)
BRRG Field Crop Sponsors
Canola Council of Canada
Alberta Canola Producers Commsission
Alberta Wheat Commission
Alberta Barley Commission
Alberta Pulse Growers

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC)
AB Agriculture & Forestry (AF)
Agriculture Opportunity Fund (AOF)
Agricultural Research and Extension Council of Alberta (ARECA)
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Project Sponsors and Support
Industry and Producer Commissions
Alberta Barley Comsission
Alberta Beef Producers
Alberta Canola Producers Commission
Alberta Wheat Commission
Alberta Pulse Growers
Canola Council of Canada

Co-Operators
Darrell Holmstrom-Killam
Kevin James-Castor
Gus Johnston-Forestburg
Dean Erickson-Forestburg
Elgar Grinde-Holden
Flagstaff County

Agri-Business & Collaborators
Crop Production Services, Forestburg
Agro Guys Inc.
Richardson Pioneer - Forestburg
Battle River Railway
Canadian Humalite International
BEST Farming Systems
Alberta Conservation Association
Alberta Woodlot Extension Council

Tour and Workshop Support
Stettler County - Quinton Beaumont & Ryan Hallett
Flagstaff County - Kelsey Fenton
Paintearth County - Trevor Kerr
Beaver County - Aimee Boese
Camrose County - Mark Millang & Bettina van
Nieuwkerk
Counties of Minburn and Vermillion River
Flagstaff Community Bus
Battle River Watershed Alliance
Cows & Fish
Grazing School for Women Committee
Alberta Goat Association
Stockyards Veterinary Services
Maverick Large Animal Veterinary
Blue Rock Mineral

Alberta Agriculture & Rural Development
Alex Fedko
Linda Hunt
Alan Efetha
Sherry Strydhorst
Robyne Bowness
Scott Meers
Shelley Barclay
Harry Brook
Mark Cutts
Neil Whatley
Barry Yaremcio
Karin Lindquist
Clair Langouis
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Dr. Surya Acharya
Dr. Vern Baron

Associations & Societies
Chinook Applied Research Association
Smokey Applied Research & Demonstration
Association
Mackenzie Applied Research Association
Gateway Research Organization
Grey Wooded Forage Association
Foothills Forage and Grazing Association
Peace Country Beef and Foarge Association
Lakeland Agriculture Research Association
North Peace Applied Research Association
Farming Smarter

Seed and Other Support:
Performance Seed
Forestburg Seed Cleaning Plant
We apologize to anyone we unintentionally omitted.
James Anderson
Solick Seeds - Len Solick
Sounding Creek Seeds - Curtis Hoffmann
Central Testing Labs
Exova
Sponsoring seed companies of variety testing program
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Extension Events 2017

2017 was another successful year with our Extension Events! We had an average of 43 attendees at our events
in 2017, which is up 7.6% from 2016! We had many new events in 2017 that the Battle River Research Group
had not done before, including our Calving Clinic in Stettler, as well as our Meat Goat Seminar which also was in
Stettler! With the positive response from the guests at our events in 2017 it is exciting to look ahead to 2018 to
see what it will bring and what kind of different events we will have!
In addition to coordinating and planning events the Extension Coordinator also puts together many publications
and posters/post cards including this Annual Report and the quarterly newsletter “Over the Fenceline” which gets
sent to all farm mail boxes in the Counties of Paintearth, Beaver, Camrose, Flagstaff and Stettler. This increase in
attendance is thanks to the post cards we now send out with up coming events info on them, at events we hand
out evaluations and roughly 75% of the attendees knew of the event from these post cards! It is nice to know
that the effort that goes into making and mailing those cards out is being rewarded with greater attendance at
events!
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2017 Extension Event Highlights
Grazing High Legume Pastures – February 2 – Bashaw
30 producers were in attendance at the Bashaw Community Centre to listen to an overview on Grazing High
Legume Pastures. Dr. Surya Achurya gave a presentation on the Sanfoin Story, Clayton Robins spoke on Energy
Dense Forages and Grant Lastiwka gave an overview of the provincial High Legume Pasture Project. We partnered
on this event with Alberta Agriculture and Forestry and the County of Camrose.
Calving Clinic – February 16 – Stettler
We had a wonderful turnout of 125 producers from central/east central Alberta at our first ever Calving Clinic. It
was held at the Stettler Community Hall and was a full hall full of farmers and ranchers ready to learn the finer
details to calving. Dr. Elizabeth Homerosky from Veterinary Agri-Health Services in Airdrie spoke on her Beef Calf
Vigor Test as well as managing the new born beef calf, also in attendance was Dr. Ben Schultz from Maverick
Large Animal services in Erskine. Ben spoke on “When to call the Vet” giving an overview on when to intervene
and when to make the call for the vet! Barry Yaremcio Beef and Forage Specialist with Alberta Agriculture spoke
on importance of good nutrition before and after calving.
Ryley Solar Workshop – February 23 – Ryley
The Solar Workshop in Ryley was well attended by 59 interested producers at the Ryley Community Centre. Rob
Harlan with the Solar Energy Society of Alberta gave his talk on Solar Grid Tie In. There was a great response from
the crowd and facilitators. This event was put on in conjunction with the Beaver County and Alberta Agriculture
and Forestry!
BRRG AGM – March 1 – Castor
We had a successful AGM with a few new Board Members coming aboard, Henry Michielsen – Local to Castor
Farmer/Business Owner and Rob Sommerville a Farmer/Rancher from the Endiang area. We are always happy
to have new recruits on our Board of Directors! Our 2017 AGM was held at the Castor Community Hall and our
entertainment was Ol’ Ugly a Cowboy Comedian from the Calgary area!
Crop Production Workshop – March 15 – Forestburg
There were 40 producers in attendance at this years annual Crop Production Workshop, we had tried something
different this year by throwing in a little something for everyone and had the agronomist for DuPont Pioneer
come speak on growing Corn! Other highlights were Murray Hartman, Ag Forestry Oilseed specialist speaking
on “The Impact of Higher C02 on Crop Yield and Quality” as well as Clair Langlois Ag Forestry Cereal Extension
Specialist speaking on “A Different Spring, a Different Mindset” a talk on the struggles of the upcoming spring
with some crops unharvested and the wet conditions. Alf Erichsen also gave an interesting talk on Machinery
Economics, “Lease vs. Financing vs. Cash – What works for you?”
Grazing School for Women – June 13 & 14 – Vermillion
Martina sits on the committee for the Grazing School for Women, this year it was held at Lakeland College in
Vermillion. Ladies were able to stay in the dorms at the college letting the networking last all night long for
www.battleriverresearchgroup.com
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2017 Extension Event Highlights
some! The first day as always consisted of tours, this year was a tour of the agriculture facilities at the college
as well as a tour of some of the college pasture to do some plant ID which unfortunately was rained out and so
we continued our learning in doors at the college! Day 2 consisted of classroom style sessions where we heard
from a producer panel of ladies as well as a fun activity rating different feed samples! The evening social was a
neat experience of getting to grill our own steak and being provided with all the fixings! As always it was a fun
time for all!
Grazing with Jim Gerrish – June 19&20 – Stettler
There were 22 farmers and ranchers with us for the 2-day Grazing Management workshop with Jim Gerrish!
Jim covered a variety of topics including year around grazing, fencing, watering and the economics of it all! This
2-day workshop included both some classroom and outdoor learning! It was a great balance of both, this led to a
very engaged crowd and as Jim himself shared “There wasn’t as much of an attendance as other workshops, but
he said it was the most engaged crowd he had!” So, we are pleased our area producers took the time to listen
and ask lots of good questions! We put this successful event on with the help from the Stettler County.
Castor Field Day – July 19 – Castor
We had lucky weather with our field days the last few years! We seem to always catch a nice sunny day! We had
24 area producers in attendance to tour Cereal Variety Trials, Silage Variety Trials, our Flax Trial and some private
plots for BEST Environmental! We had a variety of wonderful speakers such as Scott Meers(AF), Harry Brook(AF),
Vern Baron(AAFC) and Alan Bartz (BEST Environmental). We also used the Flagstaff Community Bus to transport
producers from our office to the site as well for transportation between plots! A big thank you to AF, ACPC, AWC,
APG, AB for their continued support!
Killam Field Day – August 1 – Killam
Our Killam Field day was another sunny day and a great turnout of 35 producers, again with a wonderful line
up of speakers. We had Yamily Zavala (CARA) speak on Soil Health as well Brian Kennedy (AWC) gave us a wheat
update and Keith Gabert (CCC) told us about current issues in canola such as bugs and disease, David Simbo (AB)
gave us an update on barley. Again, we were able to use the Flagstaff Community bus which helped us get from
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2017 Extension Event Highlights
plot to the office all together!
Soil Health Workshop – August 23 – Stettler
The Battle River Research Group hosted Yamily Zavala and employees from the other associations around the
province to learn about soil health, soil sampling and CARA’s new soil health lab! It was a fun morning learning
about the soil and then in the afternoon going to the field to do some soil sampling and slaking tests! It was a
beautiful day and was nice to bring the associations together to learn and network!
Paintearth Riparian Health Day – August 29 – Castor/Coronation
We enjoyed a fun day with Cows and Fish and learning some plant ID as well as learning some pasture ID
with Karin Lindquist (AF). The Battle River Watershed Alliance’s Sarah Skinner gave a presentation on Water
Quality and Fish Health in the Battle River Watershed! It was a warm but enjoyable day by all! Thank you to the
Paintearth County for helping organize and sponsoring of the event!
Meat Goat Seminar – November 21 – Stettler
This was a fun one to put on. We had not done an event like it before, so it was interesting to see if there would
be interest! Indeed, there was interest and we ended up hosting 61 producers from Central Alberta as well as
some from as far as Edson! We had a fantastic day with some amazing presenters such as Dr. Lynn Tait from
Bentley speaking on Bio-Security in Goats, Laura Smith “How my meat goats pay my mortgage” Merna Gisler
giving tips on fencing for goats and Barry Yaremcio(AF) giving us info on nutrition in goats! It was a fantastic day
and well received!
Canadian Western Conference on Soil Health and Grazing – December 5-7 – Edmonton
Martina was on the promotions committee for this conference and enjoyed getting to be part of such an amazing
group to put this whole conference together! It was a tremendous success and was sold out, it was held at the
Radisson Hotel in Edmonton and had producers and industry from all over western Canada as well as a handful
coming from as far as Ontario! The speaker line-up was outstanding and took a lot of hard work from all of
the associations involved especially Nora Paulovich from NPARA who was the head of this conference as well
as all the time and effort from Olivia Sederberg and Dianne Westerlund from CARA that took care of all the
registrations. It was a joy working with all of you and we can’t wait to see what our next conference will hold!
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EFP & Operation Pollinator
Environmental Farm Plan
I really enjoy helping producers with their environmental farm plans, going out to the producer’s farm to see
their operation and being able to meet in person, really makes me feel more connected with our membership
and area farmers and ranchers! We had a slower year for Environmental Farm Plans with a total of 5, this being
a result in the phasing out of the Growing Forward 2. Luckily, I have already seen a spike in this first part of 2018
for EFP’s as the new CAP (Canadian Agriculture Partnership) program gets introduced in April 2018.
Operation Pollinator
Operation Pollinator was a new project we took on this year! Operation Pollinator is a program focused on research and partnerships to promote the health and well-being of bees and other pollinators given their essential
role in agriculture and nature. The program’s mandate is to support activities that enhance biodiversity, habitat
and other practical initiatives that contribute to healthy pollinator populations. ARECA and its member associations have joined the Soil Conservation Council of Canada and Syngenta Canada to act as a provincial delivery
agent for this initiative. We had a total of 3 operation pollinator sites one of which was planted in the spring of
2017 and looks wonderful! (Pictured Below) The Operation Pollinator project was something new this year and
we had lots of response from producers wanting sites. When I went to visit our one site this fall I was humbled
by the success the producer had in seeding and establishment of this site. It was most wonderful to already see
the impact this site was having on the pollinators; the site was buzzing with bumble bees and other beneficial
insects. It was really a wonderful thing to see that these sites already have a healthy impact on the biosphere.
Bumble Bees at the site

www.battleriverresearchgroup.com
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Eco Buffer Shelterbelt Update
Eco Buffer Shelter Belt
Another project that continues this year is the Eco Buffer Shelter Belt, this year was more focused on monitoring
of the site and watching as it becomes established. The site is looking great this year, 80% of the native trees,
shrubs, flowers and grasses did survive and continued to grow and flourish.
History of the Site
This year was the 3rd year of the development of the Eco Buffer Shelterbelt located behind the Flagstaff County
building. Three years ago, the site was prepped, and 3 rows of trees and shrubs were planted. The distinct species included spruce, pine, poplar, and rose bushes. Due to the stress of the warm weather and sandy soil a few
of the trees did not make it.
In June of 2016 we put in an order of some native flowers and shrubs, as these are an vital component to the
Eco Buffer Shelterbelt because it is meant to draw in pollinators to the area to assist with the pollination of other
plants and crops in the area. I selected the plants based on the region they were being planted and the soil conditions they would be in. With the significant help of our summer students Brianna and Montana and both Eric
and Vicki we planted a variety of: Prairie Crocus, Honey Suckle, Saskatoon’s, Milk Vetch, Shooting Star, Prairie
Smoke, Golden Rod, Black Eyed Susan, Golden Bean, Prairie Goldenrod, Blue Eyed Grass and Sweet Grass. We
also were humbled to have been given a variety of Jack Pine, Pine, Spruce, and Willow trees given to us from the
Alberta Conservation Association.
All hands were on deck as we put down the plastic mulch in early July of 2016. We put the plastic mulch over
top of the already existing trees from the year previous and pulled them through the plastic, so they would have
less competition from weeds and a better chance at surviving. We then went around and made little holes in
the plastic and randomly planted the flowers, shrubs and trees we got. When we put down the plastic mulch we
added another 2 rows to our already existing 3, in total we now have 5 rows of the eco buffer shelter belt.
Throughout the summer of 2016, we continued to water and observe the site, and after a few weeks of planting
went out to put stakes with the name of each plant next to it. In 2017 we continued to observe the site and did
some weed picking. Over all the site looks good, and i cant wait to see how it will grow up and flourish in the
comming years.
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Field Trials & Demonstrations
2017
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Statistical Definitions
The terms below are used throughout our report. Statistics are needed to determine if the differences between
treatments are likely due to the variable in question (variety, herbicide treatment etc.) or are due to other errors
or factors.
Seed Status Abbreviations: S=Select; F=Foundation; R=Registered; C=Certified; BI=Breeding Institution; Dist=Canadian Distributor(s);
		

- Protected under plant breeder rights;

- Plant Breeder Rights Applied for.

AOV – Analysis of Variance: Why do we use analysis of variance when we are interested in the differences among
means? It used to compare difference of means among more than two groups. It does this by looking at variation
in data and where that variation is found. www.edanzediting.com. It’s a statistical method for making simultaneous comparisons between two or more means.
OSL – Observed Significance Level
LSD - Least Significant Difference: The least significant difference indicates if the differences between different
varieties or treatments are statistically significant or not. Generally, LSD is calculated at 5% level of probability for
agricultural field experiments. It means that it is 95% certain that the differences are due to a treatment factor
and not from any error. If treatments differ significantly at 10% LSD level it means that there are chances that
you will get these results 9 out of 10 times under similar conditions.
Example - If Variety ‘A’ yielded 30 bushels per acre and Variety ‘B’ yielded 34 bushels per acre and the LSD (at
95%) is 2.5 bushels, then Variety B has significantly higher yield from variety A because 34-30=4 which is greater
than 2.5.
Some reports have letters (a, b, c, -…) behind results that have significant difference. Numbers followed by the
same letter are not significantly different, and those followed by different letters differ significantly from each
other.
Coefficient of Variation - The Coefficient of variation (CV) is a percentage value that is calculated by dividing the
standard deviation by the treatment mean then multiplying by 100.
Treatment means with a lower standard deviation are more consistent across replicates.
In this report, only trials and individual treatments with CV < 15% are reported. To compare crop yield CV less
than 15% is acceptable but CV less than 10% is more desirable to detect significant differences among treatments. Yield variation among different plots could be due to other factors such as: soil fertility variation, change
in soil moisture, weeds and human error etc.
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Statistical Definitions
Measures of Dispersion - Basic measures of dispersion (standard deviation, standard error, coefficient of variation) can be calculated for each treatment mean.

Standard deviation and coefficient of variation are used to show how much variation is there among individual
observations of a treatment mean, while standard error or confidence intervals show how good your estimate
of the mean is. Standard deviation or coefficient of variation would be reported to see the amount of variation.
For example, if you grew wheat plants with two different kinds of fertilizer, your main interest would be whether
the yield of wheat plants was different, so report would be the mean yield ± either standard error or confidence
intervals. For artificial selection on the wheat plants to breed for better yield, you might be interested in which
treatment had the higher variation (making it easier to pick the fastest-growing or higher yielding plants), so
then standard deviation or coefficient of variation would be reported. Accessed - at http://www.biostathandbook.com/standarderror.html
RCBD - Randomized Complete Block Design: It is the most used experimental design for agronomic field experiments in which all experimental treatments grouped randomly into uniform blocks. Soil conditions within
each block should be as uniform as possible so that observed differences among treatments is largely due to
treatment effect and not due to soil fertility variation or difference in weed density. Blocks are replicated three
or more times to separate treatment effect from the variation due to other factors at experimental site.
Split Plot Design – This design is mainly used to conduct interaction studies between two or more treatments. In
a split plot design each main plot has sub plots. For example, main plots could be different seeding dates or rate
of fertilizer application, while sub-plots could be different crop varieties. Different experimental designs such as
RCBD or a Latin square design can be arranged as a split-plot design. Treatments in sub-plots are compared with
more precision than main plots.
ARM Program - BRRG uses ARM software for data analysis to calculate different measures of variability in replicated field research trials. This program also helps with project design, plot plans, making seeding and harvesting labels, and statistical analysis.
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2017 Regional Variety Trials
Introduction

The Regional Variety Trials Testing Program is coordinated by the Alberta Regional Variety Advisory Committee
(ARVAC) and Alberta Agriculture and Forestry (AAF). Variety performance data is collected throughout Alberta
and Northern British Columbia and compiled by an RTV Coordinator for publication in the Alberta Seed Guide
(www.seed.ab.ca). The RVT program is responsible for generating unbiased post-registration information for
varieties.
Variety selection is important for production management and economical decisions. Every year RVT’s provide
regional performance information suitable for each environment on emerging crop varieties as compared to
common and well-established varieties. All breeding lines can perform to their genetic potential. BRRG collects
data on the yield, bushel weight, plant height, standability ratings 1=erect, 9=flat and tkw (thousand kernel
weight). The data presented in the following tables is a useful tool in comparing the agronomic performance of
different varieties in 2017.
The objectives of the trials were:
•
To provide producers with agronomic data relevant to the local environment
•
To familiarize local producers with newly registered varieties available to them, and
•
To contribute local agronomic data to the provincial database
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Cereal Variety Trials
Wheat, Durum, Barley, Tritacle, Oats

Materials and Methods:
Location: Castor RR 11-4 County of Paintearth
LSD: SE-05-038-11 W4M
Cooperator: Kevin James
Experimental Design:
RCBD, 3 replications in 28 * 4.5 ft. plots
Final yield in plots were measured after drying harvest bags at 30oC to bring all grain to a uniform moisture.
Previous Year (2016) - Canola, continuous rotation.
Production Practices:
Fertilizer: Sites were selected early spring and soil tested to determine soil fertility by the lab for the optimal
yield goals for the region. All Nitrogen was side banded as urea at 26.2 lb/ac and P205 placed with seed at 23.5
lb/ac. An error was made at time of seeding and a lower rate of Nitrogen was applied than the recommended
77 lb/ac.
Seeding: All cereal varieties at Castor were seeded May 18, 2017. Plots were direct seeded following a
preseed burn-off with glyphosate by the cooperator. The plots were seeded with a Fabro small plot seeder using
Technotill openers with 9-inch spacing, 6 rows wide. Seed depth placement was 1-1.5”.
Seeding Rate: The amount of seed required was calculated using tkw, percent germination and estimated seed
mortality. (330 plants/m2) wheat, (270 plants/ m2) barley, (300 plants/ m2) durum & oats. (310 plants/ m2)
triticale. Seed was treated at CDC North with Cruiser Maxx Vibrance Cereals Rate: 500mL/100 kg of seed; for
triticale – Dividend XL RTA Rate: 500mL/100kg seed.
Weed Control: Recommended herbicides were applied as per Alberta Crop Protection 2017.
Infinity 0.33L/ac – June 15
Refine Sg 12g/ac – June 15 (Oats)
Additional hand weeding in the beginning of July was completed.
Precipitation:		
April 39.1 mm 			
May 30.3 mm
			
June 52.1 mm			
July 25.8 mm
			
August 44.8 mm		
Sept 27.1 mm
		
Total – 220.1 mm, Historic Average – 309. 3mm
			
			
Source: Alliance ACIS Weather Station
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Cereal Variety Trials
Soil Zone: Moist Dark Brown East. Analysis based on composite samples. Soil Organic matter was 4.1%, and pH
is 5.3
Results:
The results from the 2017 RVT’s are summarized in Tables 2-10. Please note that the actual yield levels
indicated from small plot trials may be 15 – 20% higher than yields expected under commercial production.
PLEASE REFER TO A VARIETY OF SOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON CULTIVARS. DATA FROM LONG TERM
TESTING IS MUCH MORE RELIABLE
Data from regional variety trials for all locations is available on Alberta Agriculture and Forestry website (www.
agric.gov.ab.ca) as well as the Alberta Seed Guide publishes provincial averages and for comparison.
Feel free to call the BRRG office with your questions or interests.
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Cereal Variety Trial - Durum
Yield of the durum varieties at Castor site were not significantly different with yields ranging from 32 to 40 bu/
ac (Table 2, figure 1). The higher yielding varieties were, DT871 and CDC Alloy with 13% higher yields. According
to the ASG, Strongfield is provincial check for durum wheat yield comparison and is rated medium maturity (105
days).
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Cereal Variety Trial - CWRS & CWHWS
Canadian Western Red & Canadian Western Hard White Spring Wheat Variety Trial: Twenty cultivars were
tested. There were some significant differences in yields between the different varieties (Table 3, Figure 2).
Among CWRS wheat varieties, BW5007 had 27% and 11% higher yields compared to the two check varieties
AC Barrie and Carberry. Respectively, Stettler, BW980 and CDC Go did not differ significantly from the check
Carberry. BW488 produced the lowest yields. Average yields of all varieties were 49.32 bu/ac.
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Cereal Variety Trial - CWRS & CWHWS
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Cereal Variety Trial - CWSP & CWSWS
Canadian Western Special Purpose & Canadian Western Soft White Spring Wheat Variety Trial: Eleven cultivars
were tested. There were some significant differences in yield between the varieties (Table 4, Fig 4). All varieties
performed better than the check varieties (AC Barrie and Carberry). AAC Awesome, AAC Indus produced significantly higher yields.
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Cereal Variety Trial - CPSR & CNHR
Canadian Prairie Spring Red & Canadian Northern Hard Red Wheat Variety Trial: Twelve cultivars were tested.
The long-term average maturity for AC Barrie is 106 days and rated as Medium (M). Elgin ND and BW968 produced
significantly higher yields at 26% higher than AC Barrie and 5 % higher than Carberry.
There were some significant differences in yield between the varieties (Table 5, Figure 4). All varieties performed
better than the check varieties AC Barrie except for HY 2013 which had a 10% lower yield. All other varieties
showed a similar performance to check variety Carberry.
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Cereal Variety Trial - Triticale
Two triticale varieties were seeded. The check variety showed a slighter trend towards higher yield, however this
difference was not statistically significant.
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Cereal Variety Trial - Oats
The RVT oats trail had ten cultivars tested. The check variety CDC Dancer has a long-term average maturity of 98
days and rated as Early (E). The first five varieties in (Table 7, Fig 6) after CDC Dancer did not differ statistically
because the differences among yields were less than 15% AT 5% level of probability error. Among oat varieties,
Akina yielded lower at 9% in comparison to check variety CDC Dancer.
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Cereal Variety Trial - 2 Row Barley
The RVT Barley trail had fourteen cultivars tested. Lowe and Oreana produced the highest yields at 34% and
30%, more yield than check AC Metcalfe. All varieties expect AAC Connect yielded higher than AC Metcalfe. AAC
Connect produced the lowest yield. The long-term average maturity for AC Metcalfe is 90 days and is rated as
Medium (M).
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Flax Variety Trials
Indroduction

Regional Flax trials have been conducted by the BRRG since 2006. Flax is late maturing and needs adequate heat
units late in the year to hasten ripening. For these reasons Flax is considered a high-risk crop for East Central
Alberta. There are two main reasons why Canadian farmers choose to include flax in their crop choices (https://
flaxcouncil.ca/growing-flax/introduction/):
•
•

Its value in rotations; and
A crop providing good returns on investments (low input crop).

Flax is grown either for oil or fibre; oilseed flax is the type grown in Alberta. Linseed oil extracted from the flax is
used as an excellent preservative for wood and concrete surfaces. The flax grown in Alberta has a reputation for
yielding very high-quality linseed oil that dries quickly, a trait of flax grown in a cool climate.
Canada flax is sought-after in world markets for its high seed quality as it increases the alpha linolenic fatty
acid (ALA) content and iodine value of the seed. Flaxseed also has Omega-3 fatty acid shown to be beneficial to
health.
Flax does well in areas suitable for wheat as it requires a similar frost-free season. Flax can also be grown in
the Peace River region because the long days hasten maturity. Flax grows best on heavy loam soils that retain
moisture well for the plant’s limited root system.
The handling of flax straw is one of the greatest challenges in growing the crop. Flax can be chemically desiccated
to make the straw more brittle and hence easier to chop and spread. There are several methods for handling
the straw. It can be dropped into windrows for baling for flax fibre production where there is a market, or
used for livestock. In some regions, flax straw is burned, however this has many environmental consequences.
Recent combine improvements and desiccation may reduce or eliminate the need for other residue management
operations.
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Flax Variety Trials
Materials and Methods:

Location: Castor RR 11-3 County of Paintearth
LSD: NE-29-38-11W4M			
Cooperator: Kevin James
Experimental Design:
RCBD, 4 replications in 28 * 4.5 ft. plots
Final yield in plots were measured after drying harvest bags at 30oC to bring all grain to a uniform moisture.
Previous Year (2016) - Wheat, continuous rotation.
Production Practices:
Fertilizer: Sites were selected early spring and soil tested to determine soil fertility by the lab for the optimal
yield goals for the region. All Nitrogen was side banded as urea at 47.9 lb/ac and P205 placed with seed at 15
lb/ac.
Seeding: May 23, 2017. Plots were direct seeded following a pre-seed burn-off with glyphosate by the cooperator. The plots were seeded with a Fabro small plot seeder using Technotill openers with 9-inch spacing, 6 rows
wide. Seed depth placement was approximately 3”, spacers were not added and seeded deeper than the recommended 1-3 cm.
Seeding Rate: The amount of seed required was calculated using tkw, percent germination and estimated seed
mortality. (800 plants/m2) flax.
Weed Control: Recommended herbicides were applied as per Alberta Crop Protection 2017.
Basagran 800mL/ac – June 16
Reglone 0.83L/ac water 220L/ac – Sept 17
Additional hand weeding in the beginning of July was completed.

Precipitation: April 39.1 mm 			
May 30.3 mm
		
June 52.1 mm			
July 25.8 mm
		
August 44.8 mm		
Sept 27.1 mm
Total – 220.1 mm, Historic Average – 309. 3mm
Source: Alliance ACIS Weather Station
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Flax Variety Trials
Flax Variety Trial: Eight varieties were tested. The long-term average maturity for CDC Bethune in Alberta is 110
days and rated as Late (L). All varieties showed a trend towards better performance than check varieties CDC
Bethune and CDC Plava but were not significant different. FP2513 had a significantly higher yield and FP2401
showed the lowest yield of all varieties. The average mean yield for all varieties is 30.86 bu/ac.
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Flax Variety Trials
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Pulse Variety Trials
Introduction

Field peas vary considerably in growth type, days to maturity, seed type and yield potential. The Field Pea Regional Variety Trial is a valuable tool in comparing variety characteristics in different locations across Alberta. The
choice should never be based solely on genetic yield potential of the variety. Research initiatives are aimed at
growing genetics, yield and sustainability in pulse production, and crop utilization. Health benefits are also an
area of focus.

Materials and Methods:

Location: Killam, RR 14-0 County of Flagstaff
LSD: NW 06-45-13 W4M		
Cooperator: Darrell Holmstrom
Experimental Design:
RCBD, 4 replications in 28 * 4.5 ft. plots
Final yield in plots were measured after drying harvest bags at 30oC to bring all grain to a uniform moisture.
Previous Year (2016) - Wheat, continuous rotation.
Production Practices:
Fertilizer: Sites were selected early spring and soil tested to determine soil fertility by the lab for the optimal
yield goals for the region. Phosphorus was applied as mono-ammonium phosphate with seed @ 23lbs P205 as
MAP.
Seeding: May 11, 2017. Plots were direct seeded following a pre-seed burn-off with glyphosate by the cooperator. The plots were seeded with a Fabro small plot seeder using Technotill openers with 9-inch spacing, 6 rows
wide. Seed depth placement was approximately 2.5 – 5 cm deep.
Seeding Rate: The amount of seed required was calculated using tkw, percent germination and estimated seed
mortality. (88 plants/m2) peas; (44 plants/m2) fababeans; not harvested. Seed was treated at CDC North. Apron
Maxx RTA; rate: 325ml/100kg of seed.
Weed Control: Recommended herbicides were applied as per Alberta Crop Protection 2017.
Edge 15.6 lbs/ac – May 09
Glyphosate 500mL/ac – May 17
Odyssey Ultra – 154mL/ac – June 13 (rained – ineffective)
Basagran – 910mL/ac – June 23
Reglone Ion 1.31L/ac water 220L/ac – Aug 17
Additional hand weeding in the beginning of June was completed.
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Pulse Variety Trials
Precipitation:
April 40.6 mm 		
May 27.65 mm
June 98.1 mm
July 50.3 mm
August 23.6 mm		
Total – 240.45 mm, Historic Average – 314 mm
Source: Alliance ACIS Weather Station
Soil Zone: Black. Analysis based on composite samples. Soil Organic matter was 5.0% and pH is between 5.6 at
0-6 “and 8.1 at 12-24”.
Results: Results: Yield of the ten cultivars tested in 2017 did significantly differ statistically. All varieties had lower yield then the check variety CDC Amarillo. CDC Amarillo and CDC Spectrum yielded at par with each other.
During 2017, CDC Amarillo had low thousand kernel weight and greater plant height. CDC Meadow produced
20% lower yield (Table 10), it also had a low TKW and plant height.
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Pulse Variety Trials
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Pulse Variety Trials

Damaged Variety Trials:
•
Winter Wheat Regional Variety Trial near Forestburg. After assessing late May the trial was eliminated 		
due to poor plant stand.
•
Fababean and Green Pea were not published due to mechanical error at time of seeding inconsistent 		
plant density.
•
Barley Sileage Trial was not published due to missed rows and uneven plant density.
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Canola Performance Trial
Introduction

Dr. Rale Gjuric of Halotech coordinated the Canola Performance Trials (CPT) under the guidance of the CPT
Governance Committee. The three Prairie Canola Grower groups: the Alberta Canola Producers Commission,
the Saskatchewan Canola Development Commission, and the Manitoba Canola Growers Association funded
the program. The B.C Grain Producers Association conducted trials in the Peace region as a means of participation. The Canola Council of Canada delivers the program on their behalf. Trials provide relevant and unbiased
performance data that reflect actual production practices and comparative data on leading varieties and newly
introduced varieties. Individual location data and other information for the small plot trials are available at www.
canolaperformancetrials.ca. These results are also found in the Alberta Seed Guide.
There were 22 varieties included in the prairie wide medium season zone in the Killam 2017 CPT Trials. The varieties consisted of Four Clearfield, Three Liberty Line and Fifteen Roundup Ready Cultivars. Participants in the
trials consist of a line of companies including: Bayer CropScience, BrettYoung Seeds, CANTERRA SEEDS, Cargill,
DL Seeds, DuPont Pioneer, Monsanto, Proven Seed/CPS and Syngenta. All results are available at www.canolaperformancetrials.ca, the booklet is one of several sources of information to consider in making the best decisions for your farm.
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Canola Performance Trial
Materials and Methods:
Location: Killam, RR 14-0 County of Flagstaff
LSD: NW 06-45-13 W4M			
Cooperator: Darrell Holmstrom
Experimental Design:
RCBD, 4 replications in 28 * 4.5 ft. plots
Final yield in plots were measured after drying harvest bags at 30oC to bring all grain to a uniform moisture and
adjusted to 8.5% moisture.
Previous Year (2016) - Wheat, continuous rotation.

Production Practices:
Fertilizer: Sites were selected early spring and soil tested to determine soil fertility by the lab for the optimal
yield goals for the region. All Nitrogen was side banded as urea at 72 lb/ac and P205 placed with seed at 25 lb/
ac, to reach a goal of 55 bu/ac as outlined in CPT protocol.
Seeding: May 29, 2017. Plots were direct seeded following a pre-seed burn-off with glyphosate. The plots were
seeded with a Fabro small plot seeder using Technotill openers with 9-inch spacing, 6 rows wide. Seed depth
placement was approximately 0.5 cm deep.
Seeding Rate: The amount of seed required was calculated using tkw, percent germination and estimated seed
mortality. (165 plants/m2) canola.
Weed Control: Recommended herbicides were applied as per Alberta Crop Protection 2017 and following protocol design. Weed-free situation was not required for research and it may have been required to take pest control
below economic threshold for commercial production.
- Roundup Ready Lines - Round Up - 0.5L/ac or 1.25L/ha, Water vol. - 45 l/ac
- LibertyLink Lines - Liberty - 1.35L/ac
- Clearfield Lines - There was an error in protocol and a different herbicide was used then recommended: Solo
at a rate of 11.7 g/ac plus Merge: 0.5% v/v
- Spraying completed on June 20, 2017 for Clearfield and Liberty varieties and Round-Up Ready varieties were
spread on June 22, 2017.
Harvest Date: September 27, 2017
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Canola Performance Trial
Precipitation:
April 40.6 mm 		
May 27.65 mm
June 98.1 mm
July 50.3 mm
August 23.6 mm		
Total – 240.45 mm, Historic Average – 314 mm
Source: Alliance ACIS Weather Station
Soil Zone: Black. Analysis based on composite samples. Soil Organic matter was 5.0% and pH is between 5.6 at
0-6 “and 8.1 at 12-24”.
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Canola Performance Trial
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Silage and Cover Crop
Demonstrations 2017
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Silage Variety Trial
Objectives:

•
Provide livestock producers with agronomic data to determine forage production in Central Alberta
•
To familiarize local producers with newly registered varieties available to them while comparing nutritional
values.
Varieties of barely, oats and triticale are commonly used for silage, green feed and swath grazing were included
in the trial as well as new varieties showing good potential for these uses. The (Tables 12-14) below show a
summary of data as compared to the check variety. Data sets which did not meet minimum quality standards
(variance levels) were excluded, this included the Barely Sileage Trial. In addition to the findings from our trials,
the summaries from the RSVT’s across different trial sites in the province will also be reported in the Alberta
Seed Guide (www.seed.ab.ca) and referenced below.

Materials and Methods:

Location: Castor RR 11-4 County of Paintearth
LSD: SE-05-038-11 W4M			
Cooperator: Kevin James
Experimental Design:
RCBD, 4 replications in 28 * 4.5 ft. plots
Previous Year (2016) - Canola, continuous rotation.
Production Practices:
Fertilizer: Sites were selected early spring and soil tested to determine soil fertility by the lab for the optimal
yield goals for the region. All Nitrogen was side banded as urea at 77 lb/ac and P205 placed with seed at 19 lb/ac.
Seeding: All Silage varieties at Castor were seeded June 01, 2017. Plots were direct seeded following a preseed burn-off with glyphosate by the cooperator. The plots were seeded with a Fabro small plot seeder using
Technotill openers with 9-inch spacing, 6 rows wide. Seed depth placement was 1-1.5”.
Seeding Rate: The amount of seed required was calculated using tkw, percent germination and estimated seed
mortality. (300 plants/ m2) barley & oats. (370 plants/ m2) triticale.
Weed Control: Recommended herbicides were applied as per Alberta Crop Protection 2017.
Infinity 0.33L/ac – June 15
Refine Sg 12g/ac – June 15 (Oats). Repeated on Barley and Oats July 6.
Additional hand weeding in the beginning of July was completed.
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Silage Variety Trial
Precipitation:		
April 39.1 mm 			
			
June 52.1 mm			
			
August 44.8 mm		
Total – 220.1 mm, Historic Average – 309. 3mm
Source: Alliance ACIS Weather Station

May 30.3 mm
July 25.8 mm
Sept 27.1 mm

Soil Zone: Moist Dark Brown East. Analysis based on composite samples. Soil Organic matter was 4.1%, and pH
is 5.3
Harvest: Crop height and stage of maturity was recorded prior to harvest. Plots were harvested with our selfpropelled harvester with the help from Chinook Applied Research Association - another participating organization.
The total plot weight was recorded in the field and sub-samples were collected to assess dry matter content.
Following harvest, composite samples were sent to A & L Labs Canada for nutritional analysis and wet chemistry
for micro-nutrients. Statistical analysis of data was conducted using ARMS, P=0.05.
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Oat Silage Variety Trial
Oats Silage: Yield of 9 cultivars was tested for yield. The oat trial was harvested at the milk stage. Average
moisture content was 52.6%. CDC Seabiscuit and CDC SO-1 had showed the highest relative feed values (RFV).
Further results are in Table 14.
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Oat Silage Variety Trial
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Triticale Silage Variety Trial
Triticale Silage: Yield of 5 cultivars was tested for yield. The triticale trial was harvested at the late milk stage. Average moisture content was 53%. All varieties showed a lower yield than the check variety Taza, however there
was no significant difference. More details below (Table 15 and Figure 13).
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Triticale Silage Variety Trial
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Barley Silage Variety Trial
Results Barley Silage:
Trial was not harvested due to uneven density. The table below shows the 2017 mineral content and quality data.
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Regional Silage Variety Trial Summaries
An important component of the annual feed supply for Alberta’s cattle producers comes in the form of silage,
green feed and swath grazing. It could be argued that there is more grain forage than cereal grain fed to take
many market animals from conception to plate. Selection of annual crop varieties which produce the highest
forage yield and/or nutritional quality becomes increasingly important.
Participating Organizations (2017)
•
Battle River Research Group, Forestburg, AB, (780) 582-7308
•
Chinook Applied Research Association, Oyen, AB, (403) 664-3777
•
Gateway Research Organization, Westlock, AB, (780) 349-4546
•
Lakeland Agricultural Research Association, Bonnyville, AB, (780) 826-7260
•
Mackenzie Applied Research Association, Fort Vermilion, AB (780) 927-3776
•
Peace Country Beef and Forage, Fairview, AB, (780) 836-3354
•
Smoky Applied Research and Demonstration Association, Falher, AB, (780) 837-2900
Major Sponsors
•
Doug Mccaulay, AOF Coordinator
•
A & L Canada Laboratories Inc.
•
Davidson Seeds, Degenhardt Farms, Dyck Seed Farm, Kevin Elmy, Fabian Seeds, Lindholm Seed Farm,
Mastin Seeds, Solick Seeds, H. Warkentin,
Trial Information
Silage yield and nutritional information was collected by seven applied research associations in 2017 at sites
from Oyen in the south to Fort Vermilion in the north. Data from additional sites grown during the past six years
has been included in the variety summaries below. Varieties of barley, oats, triticale and peas commonly used for
silage, green feed and swath grazing were included in the trial. The cereal trials, (barley, oats & triticale), were
seeded at recommended seeding density rates with recommended fertility. The pulse mixture trial looked at
increasing the nutritional value of silage, with a potential side benefit of decreasing future nitrogen costs. The
pulse mix plots were seeded with 50 pounds of 11-52-0-0. Peas were seeded at 75 percent of their recommended seeding rate and cereals at 50 percent when in mixtures. Growing conditions at the trial sites in 2017 ranged
from below average to excessive moisture.
The tables below show a summary of data from 2012 through 2017 as compared to the control variety (in bold).
Yield of the test varieties are expressed as wet tons/acre (i.e. 65% moisture, typical of silage production). Data
sets which did not meet minimum quality standards and variance levels were excluded.
Test Yield Categories
The defined range for each Test Yield Category is provided in tons per acre. Variety yields are reported as average
yields in Low, Medium and High-Test Yield Categories. This allows for comparison with the check when growing
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Regional Silage Variety Trial Summaries
conditions, management regimes and/or target yields are anticipated to be of low, medium or high productivity.
Caution is advised when interpreting the data with respect to new varieties that have not been fully tested. It
should also be noted that the indicated yield levels are those from small plot trials, which can be 15 to 20 per
cent higher than yields expected under commercial production. As yield is not the only factor that affects net
return, other important agronomic and disease resistance characteristics should also be considered. The genetic
yield potential of a variety can be influenced by various management and environmental factors.
Nutritional Analysis
Nutrition was assessed using NIRS for macro-nutrient assessments and wet chemistry for the micro-nutrients.
Full nutritional analysis was done on each sample, however, only six nutritional categories are reported: crude
protein (CP), total digestible nutrients (TDN) which is an estimation of energy, calcium (Ca), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) and magnesium (Mg).
Alex Fedko
Coordinator RVT/Crop Research Technologist
Alberta Agriculture & Forestry
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MultiSpecies Cocktail Cover Crop Mix
Demonstartion
This year we had one multispecies annual cocktail cover crop mix demonstration at the Killam site. Cocktail crops
are growing popularity in recent years because of the interspecies synergies and the interactions above and below ground. Dr. Yamily Zavala from CARA supplied us with a list of species and seeding rates. The species grown
included: Peas, Fababeans, Oats, Sunflower, Millet, and Tillage Radish. The mixes generally include species from
four different categories – warm season, broadleaf plants and grasses along with cool-season broadleaf plants
and grasses.
Dr. Yamily Zavala was able to join us on our Field Tour and speak to us on our cocktail cover crop demonstration.
She spoke on the primary goal to improve soil health and organic matter content, noting the potential of an
increased biomass yield because of multispecies. Dr. Yamily demonstrated the benefits of cover crops on soil
infiltration and water use efficiency. Overall increasing plant diversity relates to soil root diversity.
We collected and weighed forage yield samples from the given area. The samples were dried to determine dry
matter (DM) yield. The average DM yield was 6 ton/acre. Our demonstration encouraged many questions for our
producers and it was great to see everyone actively involved with Dr. Yamily Zavala inquiring in how to integrate
this into their system.
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Scott Meers & Shelly Barkley
Insect Management Specialist
Alberta Agriculture & Forestry
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Pink Root Rot Update
Canadian Journal of Plant Science Paper – August 2017
BRRG had an important role in the recent publishing of a peer reviewed paper in the Canadian Journal of Plant
Science. In the summer of 2016 one of our summer students, Brianna Madge, brought in some canola plants
that were not thriving and had smaller, shorter, mostly empty seed pods. Eric Neilson checked them out for
common canola diseases and could not identify what was affecting them so he sent samples up to the Plant
Pathology Lab at CDC North where the plants were examined and cultures taken. These plants turned out to
have a fungal disease known as pink root rot, which is commonly found infesting onions. At the lab, the fungus
was isolated, cultured and used to reproduce the disease in new canola plants. ‘Genetic Barcoding’ of parts of
the genome of this fungus were also done so that if this disease is identified as affecting new fields, we will have
a genetic reference point for the first instance of the disease. As is mentioned in the abstract that follows, this
was the first time that pink root rot has been identified on canola or any brassica in the world.
In May of 2017, Eric and Keith Gabert (Canola Council Agronomy Specialist) took soil samples from the field
(located in the County of Paintearth) that were sent up to the Plant Pathology lab for further analysis. It is hoped
that this disease is an isolated incident, possibly due to some form of localized nutrient deficiencies in the field
that made plants in patches of the field vulnerable to be infected and affected by this fungus. We have not
heard anything back on this and are assuming that no news is good news as far as the probability of this disease
becoming a significant threat to canola production. If you want to follow up on this with Keith, this is his email
address: gabertk@canolacouncil.org
(This is NOT the field the Pink Rot was found in)
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Join The:

“Improving agriculture with independent producer driven research”
The Battle River Research Group is a grass roots organization whose focus is agricultural sustainability.
We provide credible, unbiased extension information while promoting an integrated approach to
research through partnerships with producers, industry and government.
Your membership entitles you to:
-

BRRG Annual Report
Newsletters
Input of cattle ID tag numbers for age verification
Use of forage probe/drill and discount on shipping and testing fees
Use of soil probe/discount on shipping and testing fees
Upcoming event emails
Assistance with Growing Forward/CAP Applications

Membership includes all this and helps support applied research and extension in east central Alberta.
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
FARM NAME: ________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________
TOWN: _____________________________________________________________________________
POSTAL CODE: ________________________
FAX: ___________________________________________
PHONE: ________________________________________
EMAIL: _____________________________________________________
COUNTY YOU RESIDE IN: _______________________________________
1-year membership $ 20.00

3-year membership $ 50.00

Project Ideas? _________________________________________________________________________
“Working Together For You!”
Please send cheque and completed form to:
Battle River Research Group, Box 339, Forestburg AB, T0B 1N0

NEW: Complete and pay for membership online: www.battleriverresearch.com/membership
www.battleriverresearchgroup.com
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Ph: (780) 582-7308 Fax: (780) 582-7312
4804 43 ave Box 339 Forestburg, AB T0B 1N0
www.battleriverresearch.com
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